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Chapter 1 : GingerScraps :: Paper Packs :: Nifty 50's Shabby Papers
50 Nifty Super More Friendship Crafts [Charlene Olexiewicz] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Provides step-by-step instructions and a list of items needed for making each craft object.

Webber Photo by Wendell T. Shorten your dryer-vent hose. First, disconnect it and vacuum it out. A short and
unobstructed line makes your dryer run more efficiently. Your clothes will dry about 20 percent faster. Borrow
specialized toolsâ€”gas-powered post-hole diggers and table-mounted routers â€”from a DIYer in your area
for a small fee. Go to Zilok for far better deals than rental retailers offer. Getting to know fellow renovators in
your neighborhood with whom you can swap tips. Shuttering closets along exterior walls also helps to insulate
the house. Zilchâ€”although it may take a few minutes for your clothes to reach room temperature before you
put them on. Choose one neutral trim paint for the entire house rather than buying a gallon of a particular color
for each room and using only a fraction of each can. You have to forgo the trendy color combos in the paint
manufacturer brochures. Many regional power suppliers offer rebates for reducing electricity consumption
during periods of peak demand. Washing clothes and dishes at night during nonpeak hours, and turning the
thermostat up or down a couple of degrees during a cold snap or heat wave. Make your own cleaning solutions
using inexpensive kitchen staples, such as white vinegar and baking soda. See The Green Guide for recipes. A
few bucks in extra pantry supplies. Turn down the thermostat on your water heater. But or even degrees is
plenty hot. A few minutes with a screwdriver in the utility room. Your kids are less likely to scald themselves
if the max water temperature is Install dimmer switches and use energy-efficient halogen bulbs, rather than
incandescents. Dimmable CFL s are even thriftier, but some flicker at low power. Halogens tend to outlast
incandescents, saving more money over the long haul on replacement lights. Replace central-air-conditioning
filters every month during the summer to keep air flowing freely through the ducts and reduce strain on the
blower motor. Get your chimney swept in the summer for an off-season price. Just a little forethought. Use
your microwave instead of your range; it consumes half the power. Having dinner ready in a fraction of the
time. It runs on batteries, which use 80 percent less electricity than a desktop computer. You can relax on the
sofa while perusing coupon sites. Preformed foam tubes fit right around the pipes, thanks to a slit along their
length. Halving the wait for hot water to reach upstairs faucets. Set up a makeshift kitchen when a remodel
project temporarily leaves you without a cooking area. All you need is a prep surface, micro-wave,
coffeemaker, and fridge. Get the work crew to help move your fridge. Choose a light-colored roof. Using pale
shingles, particularly if you live down south, will reduce the solar heat your roof absorbs, reducing the need
for air-conditioning. Up north, the cooling benefit is offset somewhat by the loss of solar warming in the
winter. The same as dark roofing. Your "cool roof" may earn you a utility company rebate. Get your fall
yard-cleanup crew to clear your gutters instead of having a gutter guy make a special trip. Set your computer
to sleepâ€”not just the monitor, but the hard drive, tooâ€”so that it automatically dims after 10 minutes of
nonuse. Like people, screens and hard drives age more gracefully with plenty of rest. Wait to replace your
grill, lawn mower, or patio furniture until the fall, when stores mark down their inventory to make room for
holiday decorations and snowblowers. Making do with what you have this summer. Retailersâ€”especially
online ones, such as Target â€”often provide free shipping on leftover warm-weather gear. Enter your ZIP
code and compare rates offered by providers in your area. A few minutes online. The switch to a new carrier
can usually be made without an in-home service call or fee, and you can keep your old phone number. Prune
that overgrown rhododendron rather than replace it. If the shrub is blocking your front windows, cut it down to
18 inches high in late March. Buy a deluxe battery recharging station and stop using disposables. Plant a
deciduous tree on the south, west, or east side of your house. If something breaks, haggling with the
manufacturer to get it fixed for free or paying for repairs out of your own pocket. Not getting snagged by the
fine print. Comparative shop online for everything from light fixtures to fridges. Then ask your local retailer to
match the lowest price you find. Sears, for example, will match most online quotes for appliances and even
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reduce it by 10 percent of the difference between their advertised price and the better deal you found. A few
minutes surfing the Web, plus some printer ink. Install a ceiling fan. In the winter, run it at low speed in a
clockwise direction to recirculate the warm air that rises to the ceiling. This will allow you to lower the
thermostat a couple of degrees. Reverse the fan direction in the summer and the airflow creates a windchill
effect, making you feel cooler. Your fellow Freecyclers expect you to donate items, not just take freebies.
Freeing up space in your garage and helping reduce the millions of tons of waste dumped into landfills each
year. Logs will dry out and be ready to burn by the time snowflakes fall. Time stacking wood in a dry spot
outdoors so that it can season in the open air. Time reviewing an itemized estimate. Plug in a SmartStrip.
Three-quarters of the energy that electronics burn is consumed when the equipment is turned off. Rather than
unplug items after every use, hook them up to a SmartStrip surge protector, which automatically kills power to
electronics when you turn them off and returns it when you switch them back on. Two always-hot outlets
ensure that slow-to-reboot devices like your digital cable box can be left on all the time. Toss the extra fridge.
Many utility companies collect old fridges for free or even pay money for them. No more stocking up on extra
frozen waffles and OJ. Your garage or basement just got a lot bigger. The battery-operated device limits
showers to 5, 8, or 11 minutes. You can install it yourself. Do your own energy audit. Schedule a furnace or
boiler tune-up every year to boost its efficiency. Tune-ups remove scale, soot, and corrosion, postponing
repairs and extending the life of your heating plant. Get the contractor discount on home- improvement
products. Many local dealers offer a 5, 10, or even 15 percent discount to tradespeople. So, for example, drop
the name of your plumber when buying new bath fixtures. Occasionally you may have to do a bit of sweet
talking. You get unlimited calling, with free long-distance in the U. Install an under-sink water filter, and stop
buying expensive bottled water. Reducing the environmental impact caused by the manufacture and disposal
of plastic bottlesâ€”as well as shipping them to your home from far-flung places like Fiji. Install a wireless
light switch. Simply attach a battery-operated device to the wall and screw its receptor into the lamp socket,
which then receives the bulb. Appeal your property tax assessment yourself. One in three homeowners who do
so are successful in getting their fees reduced, according to the National Taxpayers Union. The tax reduction
will last for many years to come. Work with a designerâ€” lighting , kitchen , bathroom , or interiorâ€”from
the retailer where you intend to buy your products. Cancel your trash pickup service if you currently pay a
private company to cart away your refuse. Bring it to the dump yourself. A few tanks of gas per year. Lock in
a price cap for your heating oil or natural gas when prices are low to protect yourself from rate hikes over the
coming months.
Chapter 2 : 50 Nifty Super Origami Crafts by Andrea Urton and Michelle Ghaffari p | eBay
Get this from a library! 50 nifty super more friendship crafts. [Charlene Olexiewicz] -- Provides step-by-step instructions
and a list of items needed for making each craft object; also indicates level of difficulty for each.

Chapter 3 : 50 Nifty Fix-Ups For Less than $ | This Old House
50 Nifty Super More Science Fair Projects 50 Nifty Free Ebooks Pdf Download placed by Amy Howcroft on October 18 It
is a ebook of 50 Nifty Super More Science Fair Projects 50 Nifty that reader can be grabbed this by your self at
blog.quintoapp.com

Chapter 4 : 50 Nifty Super Animal Origami Crafts by Jill Smolinski
Provides step-by-step instructions and a list of items needed for making each craft object; also indicates level of difficulty
for each.
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Chapter 5 : 50 Nifty Dinosaurs to Draw (50 Nifty) by Bryan Baugh
50 Nifty Super Friendship Crafts (50 nifty series) [Sharon McCoy, Michelle Ghaffari, Joanna Siebert, Charlene
Olexiewicz] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Provides step-by-step instructions and a list of
items needed for making each craft object; also indicates level of difficulty for each.

Chapter 6 : Top 50+ DIY Crafts - {GREAT ideas}
This text features 50 bracelets, necklaces, T-shirts, accessories and other projects children love to ma ke for themselves
and their friends. Free shipping over $ Buy a cheap copy of 50 Nifty Super Friendship Crafts (50 book by Sharon
McCoy.

Chapter 7 : Nifty crafts: DIY Magic Videos Latest version apk | blog.quintoapp.com
With step by step instructions and clear ill ustrations, 50 Nifty Super Animal Crafts will teach children how to create a
whole zoo full of origami animals and provi de hours of fun.

Chapter 8 : 50 nifty super more origami crafts ( edition) | Open Library
The million-copy selling 50 Nifty series is out with its latest update -- 50 Nifty Super Friendship Crafts. This creative craft
title features 50 bracelets, necklaces, T-shirts, accessories, and other projects midgraders will love to make for
themselves and friends.

Chapter 9 : 50 Nifty Tricks for Big DIY Savings | This Old House
This creative craft title features 50 bracelets, necklaces, T-shirts, accessories, and other projects midgraders will love to
make for themselves and friends. Includes a handy loist of craft materials and instructions on how to host a craft party
for friends.
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